Wisdom Exchange Topics
Deep Inner Work
Art and Ambition (Host: Mark McGuinness)
Mark will be sharing experiences and strategies for aligning your creativity with your
commercial and professional goals. Every coach at their heart is an artist, creative and
performer. Creativity is central to your practice. Come and get creative.
Flow: The Art of Effortless Living (Host: Jackie Knechtel)
Jackie will be sharing the key principles and practices you will need to master to start
living fully in the flow and experience how effortless, abundant and free your life can
become. People who master the art of living in flow often feel as if the universe is
conspiring in their favor as everything they want and need to be successful, grow and
live a truly extraordinary life begins to come to them effortlessly and in perfect
synchronicity. Once you have experienced it, there is no other way to live.
From Betrayal to Unimaginable Joy (Host: Wendy Sue Costa)
Join Wendy Sue Costa on a powerful journey.
“My husband of 17 years left me for my best friend. I know betrayal.
It is been quite a journey and I have learned a few things. The high-road is overrated
when doing the deep inner work of healing after betrayal. As a recovering perfectionist I
embrace messy and juicy, for my life and in my coaching practice.”
If you want more healing from betrayal or if you coach people who do, join Wendy for an
interactive discussion about the unique challenges and victories that come from betrayal.
Shut Up and Open Your Mouth (Host: Walker Clark)
A common trait of successful people is that they have a certain ease about them and
they can access a flow state quickly. Conversely, unsuccessful people tend to
unknowingly block themselves from being a vessel of pure creativity. Walker will show
you how to unblock yourselves and your clients very quickly with a technique called the
“open mouth technique.”

Use Your Intuition to Transform Your Life and Your Clients (Host: Laura Greenberg)
You are intuitive, you just many not know that's it's your superpower...yet. Join Laura
and engage in powerful intuition exercises that will increase your awareness of how your
intuition speaks through and to you. You will see how it can be used in client creation
AND serving your clients deeply to awaken their own intuition. The truth is that intuition
is very simple. You will be shocked and surprised by the intuitive capabilities you already
possess. The experiential nature of these events will flip everything you ever thought
about intuition on its head - and you will see why it's so important in coaching to harness
this power. Plus it's fun - and a bit weird!
Your Challenge is Your Superpower (Host: Jennifer Herrera)
How consciously connected are you to your own patterns?
What is that nagging story you have been quietly telling yourself for too long?
What if your very challenges were your gifts?
To flourish as a Prosperous Coach you need to dig deep. Join Jennifer to mine for your
diamond, your gift to the world. Your clients are drawn to you for a reason. Owing your
power requires tremendous courage and trust and a willingness to mess it up.

Building Business
How To Build a Six Figure Business AND Work With Conscious Leaders (Host: Jenelle
Cobb)
Do you want to coach Socially Driven Entrepreneurs AND create the income you desire
AND create a ripple effect doing your life's work? Join Jenelle to explore how to hold a
large space of possibility for YOU and your high achieving clients -who are up to cool
things in the world.
It is possible to have a great income, create the lifestyle you desire and build your
legacy. Learn how to apply The Prosperous Coach approach to connect, create, invite
and propose to people that are hell bent on making the world a better place.
Jenelle will share her secret notes on how she broke into an emerging industry filled with
entrepreneurial spirit, socially conscious thought leaders and billions of investment
dollars.
Yoda’s Business Plan (Host: Tripp Lanier)
What can we learn from a little green coach that lived in a remote swamp without a
Facebook account, blog, or podcast? What would make this retired coach so powerful
that a potential client would come to a critter-infested planet just to work with him?
Join Tripp to learn how to bring your unique self into building a business. You really can
do things your way. You don’t have to do any of the business things “they” tell you to do.
Wouldn’t it be cool if you really could build a business your way? Well, you can.

Creating Clients
Build Your business With Your Head AND Your Heart (Host: Lucinda Yates)
Join Lucinda to discover a unique way to coach extraordinary business leaders and even
build your own business.
This session will reveal how the heart is your CEO and the mind is your CFO. A Creative
heart and a Disciplined mind are the formula for the big magic that is waiting to be seen!
Through the marriage of her heart and mind Lucinda created the company that sold over
$30 million of product and raised an additional $30 million for charities. Her mind could
never have imagined this yet her heart knew it all along. Find out how this process of
marrying your heart and mind is an ideal form of client creation.
Coaching Beyond Yes and No (Host: Toku McCree)
You know the feeling, you connect with an amazing prospect, you invite them with skill,
you serve them powerfully, you propose clearly and then you wait. . . sitting in fear at
whether they say Yes or No
Have you ever wondered how master coaches deal with this moment and the feelings of
anticipation that lead up to that victorious YES! or that crushing NO! ? Well the truth is
that they don't. Because master coaches know that the conversation doesn't end with a
Yes or a No. In fact, Yes or No is just the beginning.
Join Toku to learn a few simple tools you can use to coach beyond Yes or No. You'll get
a chance to talk about how to find a yes living in the land of no. And also how to coach a
client around how to say No in a powerful way, that can lead to referrals or a future YES!
Coaching Through Objections (Host: Adam Quiney)
Many coaches are so excited to get a ‘Yes’ from a prospective client that they miss out
on the most important part of the enrolment process: coaching the objections. Not only is
coaching objections an important part of the process — it’s an inevitable one.
Your client’s objections will either show up before they say “Yes”, or within the first
couple of months. Join Adam to move from dreading objections to loving them.
Leadership - The Direct Path to Filling Your Practice With Ideal Clients (Host: James
Butler)
Coaches often know the benefit of a strong sense of leadership. Whether it's moving our
clients or teams forward, leadership is a undeniably powerful tool. However, what is the
connection between leadership and filling your practice with ideal clients? Well...
It's everything. Join James to learn some actionable principles to support you in crushing
your client game, being a stand-out figure in your audience and turning simple
connections into powerful coaching relationships.

New Coaches: “I’ve jumped off the cliff ... now how do I fly?” (Host: Christina Berkley)
Join Christina for an inside view on what it actually takes to “make it” as a coach.
Most new coaches struggle. But struggle is optional. It can be really fun. Explore the
daily actions and how-tos and the emotional roller coaster of entrepreneurship. Join us
for a lively discussion about all the now-what questions that will get you going with gusto.
Bring ALLLL your questions and let's play.
The Balance of Be-ing & Do-ing…When You Are the Product (Host: Shay Pausa)
Are attracting and creating clients some of biggest challenges you face? Maybe you are
blocked by unconscious beliefs and fears. If so, you are unconscious is standing in the
way of you making an impact giving your gifts and fully serving.
Join Shay to bring to light your unconscious beliefs distill down your fears, and embrace
the marketing of your unique product - You!
The (He)art of Enrollment (Host: Giovanna Capozza)
Do You Struggle to Sell?
Selling is an art. Without the skill to sell you can be an extraordinary coach - with no
clients. If you want to turn Pro, there's no two ways about it, you need to learn to sell.
And just like public speaking, there's only one way to get better at it… You have to do it!
Join Giovanna to learn the (HE)ART of the Sale. She will teach you how to put your
heart into selling. Something that's lost when most people learn how to sell. She doesn’t
pretend that selling doesn't sometimes bring internal emotional turmoil. And she won't
gloss over the fact that to sell well you need to protect your energy so you don't become
emotionally wiped. In fact, she'll show you how she does this - sometimes on a daily
basis.

Fearless Coaching
Coaching Fearless Women (Host: Jayne Daly)
Join Jayne to discover what it takes to be a fearless woman and to coach one. This is a
new kind of fearless because it also includes being vulnerable and loving and trusting
ourselves deeply. Come and discover how to evolve mindfully and help your clients do
the same.
Coaching People Who Scare You (Host: Bay LeBlanc Quiney)
Your intuition knows who you want to work with but you are afraid, you hold back, you
play small. Join Bay to discover how it doesn’t have to be that way. The more boldly you
claim what you want and step towards it the more extraordinary your life and the more
extraordinary the clients you create. It’s time to play big. It’s OK to feel fear. Let’s go for it
anyway.

Don’t Deal With Fear, Eliminate It. (Host: Richard Morgan)
Learning how to eliminate fear instead of dealing with it or acting in spite of it is
incredibly useful. Richard will be giving you an actual experience of eliminating a fear.
Learn a powerful tool for your own transformation and a game changing skill for your
own clients.
How is Business Coaching Different From Other Types of Coaching (Host: Helen
Appleby)
Are you interested in coaching business leaders? Join Helen for a conversation about
how to fearlessly coach CEOs and senior leaders in a business. Learn how to deal with
difficult situations like how to tell a CEO that he is acting inappropriately and how to
manage corporate politics and "toxic" cultures.
Sex and Coaching (Host: Monica Day)
You can learn a lot about a person from their sex life. Where do they hold back? What's
their relationship to desire? What's the impact on their life if they are feeling satisfied,
frustrated, or desperate? How someone is in their private life will greatly affect how they
are in their public life. And yet, many coaches consider discussions about sex as off
limits -- or they leave it to the "sex coaches."
Join Monica to discuss what it takes to organically approach the topic of sex in your
coaching, how you can keep your boundaries, and what you can learn about your client - and yourself -- when you are willing to tackle this touchy topic. We will also discuss
how to navigate sexual energy when it comes up in a coaching context and feels
inappropriate or uncomfortable.
Transforming Shame: In Your Clients or In Yourself (Host: Triambika Ma Vive)
Shame thwarts our ability to move forward in our actions. Clients are more often than not
holding onto some form of shame or embarrassment about where they are in some
aspect of their life. Unless we work through these sensitive places we won't be able to
fully empower our clients to shine as brightly as they are meant to. Similarly, your own
shame can and will get in the way of owning your gifts and valuing your worth as a
coach. Join Triambika and learn how to work with this insidious emotion.
Zen & the Art of Coaching (Host: Korenna Barto)
Join Korenna to explore the ways your ego is getting in the way of your effectiveness.
And learn how to tap into the wisdom of the body while working with clients.
Your mind, your heart, your gut intuition, your inner wisdom, and even your spirit are all
powerful ways to support clients on their journey.

